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The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of practical

and theoretical issues associated with problems of analyzing and controlling

complex large scale systems using decentralized control. The state of the

art with respect to large scale systems and decentralized control will be

briefly overviewed, with emphasis upon the methodology available and re-

quired, and some of the theoretical results that have appeared during the

past five years. It is concluded that the currently available centralized

design methodologies, associated both with classical servomechanism theory

as well as modern control and estimation theory, has reached a certain

limiting level for fundamental understanding of the complex design issues

that are associated with the control of large scale systems. It is sug-

guested that future relevant theoretical directions for research in large

scale systems- ust contain novel and nontraditional philosophical approaches,

methodologies, theories and algorithms.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of practical
and theoretical issues associated with problems of analyzing and controlling
complex large scale systems using decentralized control. The state of the
art with respect to large scale systems and decentralized control will be
briefly overviewed, with emphasis upon the methodology available and re-
quired, and some of the theoretical results that have appeared during the
past five years. It is concluded that the currently available centralized
design methodologies, associated both with classical servomechanism theory
as well as modern control and estimation theory, has reached a certain
limiting level for fundamental understanding of the complex design issues
that are associated with the control of large scale systems. It is sug-
gested that future relevant theoretical directions for research in large
scale systems must contain novel and nontraditional philosophical approaches,
methodologies,- theories and algorithms.
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WHAT ARE LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS? volving point-to-point, or broadcast trans-
mission of digitized voice, or computer

The term "large scale systems" is a vague data, often characterized by packet-switched
one and we do not have available today a well strategies rather than line-switched strate-
understood and universally accepted defini- gies.
tion. I shall list below a typical and par-

list. of physica proble(e) Flexible batch manufacturing networks,tial list of physical problems which fall which produce a variety of similar but non-
into the category of large scale systems.

identical products through a system of con-

(a) Power networks, which include the inter-. veyor links and machines that perform speci-
(a) Power networks, which include the inter-

fic tasks for the production of partial com-
connection of several different types of

ponents and subsequent assembly.
generators via transmission lines, serving
different customers with distinct load char- (f) Complex industrial systems, such as
acteristics. chemical refineries, process control fac-

tories, steel mills, etc.
(b) Urban traffic networks, which include
the coordination of traffic signals in sig- (g) Command and control systems, involving

nalized arterials, and perhaps the coordina- distributed sensors, data bases, decision
tion of signalized arterials with limited nodes and communication networks.
access freeway systems.

One can continue the list of additional phy-
(c) Automated transportation networks, in

sical and so.io-economic systems which'can
which personal rapid transit vehicles, or n sh
group rapid transit vehicles travel through be characterized as large scal

Obviously, such systems are essential in
a network from different origin nodes tordifferent destination nodes. These include the context of the economic well-being of
different destination nodes. These include

modern technologically oriented societies,
not only super-automated futuristic trans- modern t echnologically oriented societies,
portation networks, but currently tested However, if we t o the fact
systems often described as "dial-a-ride". that we live in a worl d wi th limited re-

that we live in a world with limited re-
(d) Digital communication networks, in- sources, and in particular energy resources,

it is important to realize that such large
* scale physical systems do not operate nec-
Plenary Paper; IFAC 1978, Helsinki, Finland. essarily in the most reliable and economic
Research supported by ONR Contract N00014- fashion, and any improvements in their oper-
76-C-0346 and ERDA Contract E-(49-18)-2087. ation, reliability, and productivity, via

optimization, will have significant economic
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impact on the society as a whole. served by these complex systems.

In a world of limited and dwindling re- The inefficient and unreliable operation of
sources we can see a greater need for coor- large scale interconnected physical systems
dination between such large scale systems cannot be attributed solely to the ignorance
even if such a coordination has be be carried of the designers. 'There 'isa great lack of
out under conflicting and fuzzy objectives. fundamental understanding'and modeling of
The technological society and the associated the underlying interactions, from a static
economics generate a need for greater inter- and dynamic point of view and in the pre-
connection between such systems. The global sence of stochastic perturbations; and the
economic system is a good example of this; lack of understanding of how to 'generate
the economic policies of one nation, the coordinated, yet decentralized control
energy policies of another nation, and the strategies. It is the author's opinion thai
agricultural policies of yet, another nation, in view of their basic training, systems
can have significant impact upon the econo- engineers and scientists should have a majo:
mic welfare of several other nations. If role toward future improvement in the effi-
we turn our attention to physical large ciency, productivity, and reliability for
scale systems, we can see several examples such complex systems.
in which existing and operating large scale .
systems work in a relatively inefficient- and It is important to appreciate the attributes
unreliable way due to poor planning, lack of of such large scaled systems which require
systematic decentralized and yet coordinated the development of a methodology for decen-
control, and failure in emergency situations. tralized decision making and control. Most
In the area of power systems, we see an in- complex large scale systems are character-
creasing degree of interconnection, with ized by a network structure, and even at
subsequent ill-understood dynamic phenomena the static deterministic level they involve
which can result in severe balckouts in a the solution of complex multicommodity flow
domino-like fashion. Transportation sys- problems. There are several degrees-of
tems work extremely inefficiently; consider- freedom and control variables that can be
the usual traffic jams, the dubious effects manipulated to improve the performance of
of exclusive lanes, and the failure of de- the overall system, only if one could under-
terministic scheduling algorithms to func- stand how a coordinated approach to decen-
tion effectively in a dynamic stochastic tralized control is to be accomplished.
environment encountered in recent "dial-a- Such large scale systems often possess hun-
ride" demonstrations, because the control dreds or thousands of distributed sensors,
strategy did not take into account the reli- with different accuracy and reliability
ability of resources, the location strate- characteristics. Many systems are geograph-
gies for the vehicles, and the stochastic ically separated, although geographical sep-
nature of customers' demands. In the case aration does not necessarily imply a weak-
of complex data communication networks, such ening of the dynamic interactions that one
as the ARPANET, only about 30% of the net- can expect. In addition to the geographical
work resources are used to transmit real separation, such complex systems are often
information, while the remaining 70% are characterized by different time-scale phen-
used to transmit protocol (control) infor- omena; some interactions are relatively
mation; in such data communication networks static, others have slow dynamic character-
sudden changes in demand, and link or node istics, while others have very fast dynamic
failures, can set up dynamic instability. characteristics. Yet there is dynamic and
In batch manufacturing, which involves metal stochastic coupling between the fast and
cutting by several interconnected machines, slow modes that one may encounter in such
recent statistics in the United States show large scale systems. The cost and relia-
that the productivity is extremely low when bility of the required communication net-
viewed from the point of machine utilization; work has to be taken into account in the
machines cut metal only about 3% of the analysis and design of control systems for
time, while over 90% of the time the metal such large scale problems. Both common
parts are either moving from machine to sense, and the recent technological ad-
machine or simply waiting in queues. Each vances in microprocessors and large scale
reader can add his own experiences with re- memories give rise to issues of using- dis-
spect to the overall inefficiency, unreli- tributed data bases, distributed computa-
ability and low productivity of such complex tion, and hierarchical decomposition and
systems. decision making structures. In addition to

the above, one must understand that even
It is important to realize that even a rel- though the static problems may be under-
atively small improvement in the efficiency stood, the dynamic and time varying inter-
of operation and productivity of such large actions, as well as the effects of stochas-
scale systems, and any improvement in the tic disturbances, have not been modeled in
inherent reliability of providing service, a great degree of detail.
can have significant economic and social
impacts because of the integrated effect Thus, for economic and reliability reasons,
over time of the quality, cost, and relia- there is a trend towards decentralized de-
bility of the services that are being de- cision making, distributed computation, and
livered, and the large number of customers hierarchical control. However, these de-
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sirable goals of structuring a distributed we still have a physical process subject to

information and decision framework for large disturbances and once more the problem is to

scale systems, do not fall in the category translate the noisy sensor measurements into

of problems which have been traditionally the commanded controls to the actuators of

treated with the available centralized de- the physical process, so that the system as

sign methodologies and procedures associated a whole responds in a satisfactory manner.

with either classical or modern control The implementation of the mapping of the

theory; and it is not clear how the avail- actual data into the actual controls, is

able tools for design can be adapted toward generally done in two levels. I would like

the analysis and design of such complex to call one level the strategic (economic)

large scale systems. In the remainder of level, and-theother the tactical (stabi-

this paper I shall briefly outline the sta- lizing) level.

tus of existing methodology, and discuss

some research areas for fundamental theo- Let me describe the general methodology of

retical research which is motivated by, and the strategic (economic) level. Because of

is clearly relevant to,issues on how to ana- modeling and real time computational con-

lyze and design distributed information and straints, the models of the physical process

decision systems for complex large scale tend to be either static, which completely

problems. ignores the dynamics of the physical process,

or dynamic, subject to a great degree-6f'

STATUS OF AVAILABLE aggregation. The function of the strategic

METHODOLOGY system is to generate the ideal system re-

sponse, for example generating the set

Both classical servomechanism theory and points or trim points for key system vari-

.modern control and estimation'theory are ables, or define the desired optimal open-

centralized methodologies. Figure 1 shows, loop time trajectories associated with key

in an extremely simplified manner the basic state variables. In addition, the strategic

problem of control. One has a complex dy- level system generates the ideal control in-

namic system subject to stochastic distur- puts to be applied to the physical process,

bances and with noisy sensors. The objec- in terms of set or trim points for the con-

tive is to design the feedback controller, trol variables, or time-varying open-loop

which transforms the noisy sensor measure- preprogrammed controls.

ments into a set of real-time commanded con-

trols to the actuators associated with the At the strategic level, in order to generate

dynamic system, in such a way so that the the ideal open-loop controls and the ideal

overall behavior of the system is satisfac- desired responses, one often use an objec-

tory. Classical servomechanism theory dealt tive function to be optimized. If the mo-

primarily with linear time invariant dynamic dels employed are static,. then the deter-

systems, with single inputs and single out- ministic optimization problem is attacked

puts, and the problem was to design the feed- through the theory and algorithms associated

back compensator using primarily frequency with nonlinear programming. if the under-

domain methods. From a philosophical point lying mathematical model is dynamic, then

of view the recent design procedures sug- one uses the maximum principle [4], which

gested by Prof.. Rosenbrock and Prof. leads to the solution of a two-point-boun-

MacFarlane 1] provide a partial vehicle dary-value-problem. It is important to

for extending the frequency domain oriented realize that the digital computer computa-

design methodologies to the case of multi- tions associated with the strategic level

variable systems. are off-line, and although they may be ex-

tremely complex, time consuming, and expen-

From a conceptual point of view, modern con- sive they are not exercised in real time.

trol theory provides a methodology, a set of The computations associated with either the

computer-aided algorithms for the design of solution of the nonlinear programming prob-

multivariable control systems, which takes lem or the two-point-boundary-value-problem

into account uncertainty with respect to arising through the use of the maximum

system disturbances and corruption of the principle can be either centralized, or de-

measured variables by noise. Although, in composition techniques such as the Frank-

principle, we do have a theory available Wolfe method, and several others, can be-

for stochastic optimal control of nonlinear used to ease the computational requirements.

systems of arbitrary complexity [2], we do

not have, and we will not have, a set of In a parenthetic manner, it is important to

economic and reliable computer-aided design stress that much of the current literature

algorithms that help us design the con- in large scale system theory, deals with

troller in Figure 1 in a systematic manner. static models and the methodologies of de-

composition and coordination are in princi-

As far as modern control theory is concerned, ple very similar to the decomposition meth-

from the point of view of practical design, ods in nonlinear programming problems [5]-

we can visualize it in the general block [9].

diagram shown in Figure 2. It is interesting
to note that the practical use [31 of modern In the absence of the tactical stabilizing

control theory leads to a two level decen- level in Figure 2, one is attempting to con-

tralized structure. As shown in Figure 2, trol the stochastic physical processes using
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an open-loop control strategy. The physical methodology the models employed are linear,

process will not respond in a satisfactory dynamic, and stochastic with additive white

manner, due to the presence of stochastic process and sensor noise. The performance

disturbances and the modeling errors that index involves quadratic penalties on the

have been made at the strategic level. deviations of key state variables from their

Thus, a feedback loop is necessary which desired values, and quadratic penalties on

senses in real time the deviations of the the magnitudes of the control signal correc-

actual sensor measurement from the desired tions (necessary to ensure finite gain and

trajectories and translates them into real finite bandwidth control systems). As is

time control corrections to the precomputed well known, the structure of the feedback

open-loop (static or dynamic) controls gen- controller involves the construction of a

erated by the strategic level; in this man- constant gain Kalman filter which estimates

ner one generates in real time the commanded the deviations of the state variables from

controls to the process actuators. The de- their desired values. These estimated state

sign of the tactical (stabilizing) level variable deviations are then multiplied by

has been the main subject of both classical constant control gains and the result is the

and modern control theory. In the sequel set of real time control corrections signals

some of the key issues associated with this shown in Figure 2. The use of an optimiza-

multivariable tactical stabilizing level tion methodology for designing the feedback

will be outlined. controller, especially the optimization of

a quadratic performance index, should be

The design of the feedback tactical control- viewed as a means to an end rather than the

ler has to rely once more on certain mathe- solution of an optimization problem for its

matical models. Both in classical and mod- own sake. The LQG methodology can be justi-

ern control design, these models are often fied in terms of its usefulness to the con-

linear and stochastic, obtained in general trol system designer in terms of general

by static or dynamic linearization of the purpose design software, as well as with

process dynamics about the desired controls respect to its robustness properties as will

and trajectories established by the strate- be outlined below.

gic level. In addition, "fast" dynamics are

often explicitly modeled at the tactical There are several important considerations

stabilizing level, although they may have that are associated with the design of the

been ignored at the strategic or economic stabilizing feedback controller. The two

level. One of the reasons for the use of most important ones, in the opinion of the

linear models for the design of the feedback author, are robustness and reliability. A

tactical level has to do with the fact that very brief overview of these two key issues

the feedback control must operate in real will be given below.

time, and real time computational con-

straints must be observed. It is-very im - Robustness refers to the desirable property

portant to realize that the current design of the feedback system to tolerate signifi-

methodology hinges on a key assumption of cant modeling errors without resulting in

centralized information, or classical infor- errors in steady state behavior or dynamic

mation pattern, in the sense that the feed- instability. Modeling errors are inherent

back controller has instantaneous access to since the models used at the strategic (eco-

all sensor measurements and transforms them nomic) level are, in general, inaccurate due

simultaneously into real-time control cor- to either their static nature or, if dynamic,

rections. due to the fact that aggregation has taken

place, fast dynamics have been ignored,

The function of the tactical (stabilizing) changes in significant parameters of the

level is to provide, through the use of real system have not been modeled, and all

feedback, overall systems stability and stochastic effects have not been taken into

good performance in the sense that the ac- account. Recent research at both the theo-

tual physical response of the system tracks, retical and applied level have shown that

with small errors, the desired response of LQG based multivariable control system de-

the system as defined by the strategic level. signs enjoy excellent robustness properties,

Although not often stressed explicitly, sta- and these robustness properties can be often

bility implies that the tactical level con- expressed as multivariable extensions-of the

troller must be extremely reliable. It classical concepts of proportional-integral-

should not be forgotten that the use of derivative (PID) designs [13], as well as

feedback for improving system performance traditional measures of gain margins (gain

can be destabilizing in the case of certain increase and gain reduction) and phase mar-

sensor or actuator failures. gins [141-116]. These robustness properties
are maximal if all state variables are mea-

Modern control theory provides an appropri- sured in the absence of any errors. The

ate computer-aided design methodology for robustness properties decrease whenever

practical designs of the multivariable tac- sampling at increasingly lower frequencies

tical feedback controller shown in Figure 2. is employed, or noisy sensors are used that

The methodology employed is the so-called necessitate the introduction of Kalman fil-

Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) one with ters for state reconstruction. It should

constant gains, and appropriate gain sche- be remarked that the study of robustness

duling logic, [10]-[12]. In this design properties of feedback control systems in
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the full stochastic case and in the sampled- DECENTPALIZED CONTROL: GENERAL
data case is still an active research area. ISSUES

Another extremely important issue associated- The general structure of the decentralized
with the tactical feedback level is that of control problem is illustrated in Figure 3.
reliability. In order to insure both satis- We are given a complex dynamic system, sub-
factory performance and stability the feed- ject to external distrubances, which may be
back control system must be designed in such geographically distributed. We do have
a way so that it will continue to operate, available a set of measurements as generatec
perhaps in a degraded mode, but without loss by distributed sensors and we can influence
of stability in the presence of sensor fail- the response of the dynamic system by possi-
ures, actuator failures, and, in the case of bly distributed sets of actuators. At a
digital implementations, intermittent soft- conceptual level we can visualize a.distri-
ware failures. A systematic procedure and buted set of controllers, possibly imple-
methodology for designing control systems mented by microprocessors or minicomputers,
with a guaranteed level of reliability with in such a way so that each controller re-
respect to their performance is lacking at ceives the measurements only of a subset of
this time. What has been accomplished dur- the available sensors and in return gener-
ing the past five years can be characterized ates commanded controls to the local-actua-
by serious investigations on certain impor- tor group. The key assumption is that each
tant aspects of the problem. One way of controller has available at each instance or
guaranteeing a great reliability is through time only a subset of the system-measure-
triplex or quadruplex redundancy of sensors ments and can generate only a subset of the
and actuators, and perhaps of the digital control commands; and that we do not allow
hardware that performs the operations.- Al- instantaneous and error-free communication
though it is possible through hardware re- of any other measurements and control com-
dundancy to increase the overall reliability mands generated by the rest of the con-
of the system, it should be noted that this trollers. It is important to realize that
is very expensive. For this reason, in if instantaneous and error-free communica-
several applications it is very important to tions were allowed, then the problem degen-
replace hardware redundancy with analytical erates to a centralized solution, which is
redundancy, especially in the area of sen- precisely what we wish to avoid [191.
sors. Quite often triply redundant sensors
and actuators are employed for failure de- There are many unresolved issues with re-
tection and isolation through simple major- spect to the situation depicted in Figure 3.
ity voting algorithms. The use of centra- To visualize some of the issues, let us
lized Kalman filtering methods, combined imagine that the dynamic system which is to
with dynamic hypotheses testing, can pro- be controlled represents an urban traffic
vide analytical redundancy [17], [18] and grid of one-way streets. Each local con-
lead to a design of the control system which troller may represent the signal light at
provides degraded operation in the case of each intersection. The local control de-
multiple actuator and sensor failures, some- cisions would represent the timing and dur-
times in the absence of control system re- ation of the green, red and yellow cycles
configuration, and sometimes requiring-con- for each traffic signal, while the measure.-
trol system reconfiguration following the ments may represent the queue lengths in the
detection and isolation of the failure. As two local one-way links as measured by mag-
remarked before, we still do not have a netic loop detectors. In this traffic ex-
systematic methodology that addresses the amnle it is clear that some sort of coor-
issue of reliable designs which takes into dination of the signals is necessary in
account the failure rates of key system com- order to achieve the objective of smooth
ponents, redundancy levels of different sen- traffic flow, without unecessary waste of
sors and actuators, and the architecture of time and energy consumption. For example,
the digital microprocessor-based controllers. we would like to determine how adjacent

signals may b-- dynamically synchronized, so
In summary, a systematic methodology for the as to minimize the conditions of stop-and-gc
design of multivariable stochastic and dy- traffic. It is clear that some coordination
namic systems is available today, and mul- of the strategies, and communication-of the
tivariable design methods based either on queue lengths, is necessary between adjacen-
frequency domain or time domain methods are traffic signals. This would represent the
better understood. It should be self-evi- dashed communication links with question
dent that large scale systems have a multi- mark shown in Figure 3. In addition, one
plicity of sensors and actuators, and their could postulate a coordinator whose job
control can only benefit by improved under- would be to coordinate the decentralized
standing of the key issues associated with decisions of groups of traffic signals.
multivariable control and their additional For example, we may postulate a coordinator
desirable properties of robustness and re- that may control the traffic in, say, one
liability. dozen neighboring intersections. The situ-

ation can get much more complicated if we
have a large number of traffic signals, so
that there are several levels of coordina-
tion leading into a hierarchical traffic
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control system. should be transmitted between controllers?
Should the information be transmitted only

As another example, suppose that the dynamic to local neighbors or should the information
system in Figure 3 represents an aircraft. be transmitted further along the system?
One can postulate several levels of control A further question arises with respect to
for aircraft. For example, one of the con- the objectives for control that are to be
trollers may be responsible for maintaining specified for each local controller. How do
the position and average velocity of the we translate, in general, an overall objec-
aircraft, viewed as a point mass, so that tive into subobjectives so that, in some
the commands of the air traffic control sys- sense, each local controller is doing the
tem are obeyed. Another of the controllers right thing?
may be responsible for the control of the
slow fugoid mode of the aircraft, which For real time control it may be necessary,
represents a slow oscillatory mode, linking as shown in Figure 3, to have a coordinator.
the velocity and the flight path angle of Presumably, the coordinator should receive
the aircraft. A third controller may be some real time information from each local
responsible for the control of the so-called controller, and transmit a certain amount
short period mode, whose time constant is of of coordinating information to each con-
the order of a few seconds, and which repre- troller. How do we find out how to agcre-
sents the interchange of energy between gate the information to be transmitted from
pitch rate and the angle of attack of the each controller to the coordinator, and what
-aircraft. A fourth controller may be re- type of information should each coordinator
sponsible for the coordination of the aero- transmit back to the controller? In the
dynamics surfaces to minimize the effect of real system the communication channels be-
the bending modes of the aircraft, with the tween each local controller, as well as to
objective of decreasing the fatigue induced the coordinator, may be subject to errors,
in the structure. Yet, a fifth controller loss of communication, and communication
may be responsible for the control of the delays. How then does this reliability of
aerodynamic surfaces to avoid flutter, and the communication system and the delays that
hence enlarge the operating envelope of the it introduces, affect the performance of the
aircraft. All these physical phenomena, overall system? It is important to realize
namely trajectory control, the control of that these questions do not arise in the
the fugoid mode, the control of the short. available centralized control methodology,
period mode, the control of the bending because we have assumed that the tactical
modes and the control of flutter, are char- stabilizing level has access to all the sen-
acterized by time constants that are widely sor measurements instantaneously and gener-
different. Thus the complex dynamic system, ates all control decisions instantaneously.
in this case an aircraft, is not necessarily
a large scale system which is distributed in The general questions posed in the preceding
space, but rather a dynamic system which has paragraph are extremely important for any
certain characteristics that can be identi- large scale system for which we must deploy
fied with respect to different time constants a decentralized information and decision
of dynamic phenomena that occur; it makes system. Since each controller must operate
engineering sense to postulate decentralized on the basis of some mathematical model,
controllers that have-the objective for and perhaps with respect to some local ob-
appropriately controlling these different jective function, the problem becomes even
dynamic phenomena. more complicated because one has to decide

upon the appropriate local model available
There are several issues that have to be for control by each local controller, which
addressed in reference to Figure 3. First certainly should not be the model of the
of all, how do we decide the total number of entire system. The problem of reliability
individual controllers that we should em- is an extremely important one. One would
ploy? Once we have decided on the total like to minimize the communication links
number of controllers, perhaps based upon between the controllers and the coordinator,
common engineering sense and the real time since communication links are subject to
computational capability of each controller, failures. On the other hand, loss of com-
then how do we decide which measurements are munication of key variables may lead t6-per-
to be available in each controller and how formance degradation. Another important
do we decide which controls are to be gener- reliability issue deals with the failure of
ated by each controller? For coordination the local data processing system. Suppose
purposes, should the measurements that are that the local system fails; how is this
available on each controller contain a sub- detected by the adjacent controllers and
set of the measurements that are available perhaps the coordinator? How can we guar-
to another controller? (In the traffic antee that the failure of a particular local
example cited above, this would correspond controller will not lead to an unacceptable
to the situation that each traffic signal overall system performance degradation or
microprocessor not only has available the even instability? This leads back to the
measurements of the downstream queues, but question on how we decide upon the number
also of the upstream queues that are con- of controllers and the nature of the tasks
trolled by the adjacent traffic lights.) to be performend by the controllers in the
The next question is: what information first place.
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What we are lacking is a systematic and sci- tic control of linear systems that are 
entific methodology for deciding-upon the characterized by fast and slow modes [21].
decentralized information and decision As indicated before, such systems arise in
structure [5], [20]. In my opinion, we several engineering applications; for
should not be looking for "optimal" informa- example, in the longitudinal dynamics of
tion and decision structures, because the the aircraft as well as in power systems
truly "optimal" ones are the fully centra- applications. In reference to Figure 4,
lized structures. What we would like to suppose that we have a linear stochastic
have is a theory that combines the overall dynamic system that is characterized by
system dynamics, the availability of measure- fast and slow modes. We assume that we
ments and their accuracy, the nature of con- have a set of noisy sensors, some of them
trols, the overall system objective function, which measure variables related to the fast
the reliability of the communication inter- dynamics, while others measure variables
faces, computational delays, communication associated with the slow dynamics. The
delays, so that we can at least answer the objective is to find the real time control
question of whether or not one structure is inputs to the system for the purpose of
clearly preferable to another; we may have regulation. The hierarchical and decomposed
to accept the fact that certain distributed structure of the dynamic compensator for
information and decision structures may not such systems is illustrated in Figure 4,
be directly comparable. To put it another [22]. Effectively, the generation 6d the
way, we need a theory that would isolate a overall control inputs split into the prob-
subset of distributed information and de- lem of generating "slow" controls and "fast"
cision structures that are perferable to controls. The "slow" controls are generated
other ones, while satisfying certain gross by driving a Kalman filter from the "slow"
criteria of goodness related to performance sensor measurements so that estimates of
reliability. Such a theory is lacking, and the "slow" state variables are obtained,
in the opinion of the author, such a theory which in turn get multiplied by control
will not be the outcome of extensions of gains to generate the "slow" controls. The
current centralized methodologies (such as theory tells us that the design of the "slow"
nonlinear programming, stochastic dynamic Kalman filter should not only take into
programming, and the maximum principle, to account in a natural way the process noise
mention just a few). and the sensor noise, but in addition, the

effects of the fast dynamics; these are
Thus, for real time stochastic decentralized modeled as additional white process noise
control we must understand how important as far as the "slow" Kalman filter is con-
each and every bit of information is for cerned. On the other hand, the "fast"
stability and performance. We must under- Kalman filter is influenced by the estimates
stand the following issues: from whom of the "slow" states generated by the "slow"
should this bit of information originate, to Kalman filter. In the limit, as the separ-
whom should it be transmitted, with what ation between the "fast" and "slow" modes
maximum delay, why it should be transmitted, becomes infinite, the intuitive effect of
and what are the consequences of not ob- the corrections generated by the "slow"
taining this bit of information either accu- Kalman filter look like bias corrections
rately or in a timely fashion? It is obvi- to the "fast" Kalman filter.- Once more,
ous that we have no theoretical basis for one generates the "fast" controls by multi-
answering these questions at the present plying the estimates of the "fast" state
time. variables by the appropriate control gains.

This structure arises naturally from the
DECENTRALIZED CONTROL USING mathematical formulation of the problem, and
CENTRALIZED THEORIES is not the outcome of an ad-hoc decomposi-

tion. This then is a case in which the
Whenever the dynamics of a complex system mathematical properties of the system lead
exhibit a certain structure, which is cap- to a decomposition; these are indeed re-
tured in the mathematical model of the sys- flected in the limiting optimal hierarchical
tem as well as in the performance objectives, structure of the compensator, which has
then a combination of engineering common benefits with respect to the decomposition
sense and mathematical analysis can indeed and reduction of both the off-line and the
lead to a decentralized structure which can on-line computations. It is important to
be analyzed and designed using the available stress that one could have decomposed a pri-
centralized methodology, theory and algori- ori the compensator structure into a "fast"
thms. In this section, two classes of such compensator and a "slow" compensator; if one
problems will be discussed, because they are did this, one would not get the solution
quite important for several physical appli- shown in Figure 4, because the bias correc-
cations. These two classes of systems are tions from the "slow" Kalman filter to the
characterized by either weak dynamic cou- "fast" Kalman filter would not. have been
pling of otherwise separate systems, or by obtained; in addition, the effects of the
time-scale spearation phenomena involving "fast" dynamics in the calculation of the
fast and slow dynamics interacting in the gains in the "slow" Kalman filter also would
same overall s'rscem. not have been obtained.

First, I shall discuss the case of stochas- The structure shown in Figure 4 is an opti-
mal one, only if the time scale separation
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of the fast and slow modes is infinite. It -the dynamic compensator for systeml, and
is important to understand the effects of vice-versa, as illustrated by the dashed
the relative ratio of the fast to slow dy- lines in Figure 5.
namics, before this decomposed compensator
structure causes robustness and stability In general this type of a situation can be
problems. This problem is currently under extended to an arbitrary set of dynamic
investigation, and it is not fully under- systems which are weakly coupled. A com-
stood. At the present time, neither is the bination of engineering common sense and
performance degradation that one can expect mathematical analysis can fix the structure
as the slow states become faster and the of each decentralized compensator, but one
faster states become slower; what is needed can optimize the parameters of the compen-
is a systematic study in the definition of sator in a global manner. Some studies [20]
the quadratic performance index used for indicate that the gains of the decentralized
optimization, in which the existence of the compensators are indeed influenced by not
fast and slow modes is explicitly reflected only the degree of dynamic coupling, but,
in the weights employed in the performance in addition, the level of uncertainty, quan-
index. tified by covariance matrices, associated

with the stochastic part of the problem [24].
These types of designs can be readily ex- It is important to note that in such.;itu-
tended for systems that employ a whole hier- ations the off-line computational require-
archy of slow and fast states. The ments, which are necessary to optimize the
mathematical tool is stochastic dynamic pro- free parameters of the decentralized com-
gramming together with singular perturbation pensators in a global way, are far more
theory, both of which are centralized theo- severe than the necessary off-line calcu-
retical methodologies. lations in the centralized case. On the

other hand, this increase in off-line com-
Another situation [201 that can be handled putation is accompanied by a decrease in the
with the available centralized methodology amount of the real-time computation for the
is the one illustrated in Figure 5. Suppose system as a whole.
that one has two distinct linear dynamic
systems with weak dynamic coupling. The The system shown in Figure 6 represents a
scalars w1, w2 denote the degree of dynamic combination of the two cases discussed in

cthis section. Each system is composed of acoupling between the two systems. The
slow sybsystem and a fast subsystem, with

systems become decoupled f both w and w2 weak dynamic coupling between the slow modes
go to zero. Under the assumption of no of each slow subsystem, as well as weak
coupling between the two systems, one can dynamic coupling of the fast modes of each
design the individual dynamic compensators fast subsystem. It isfelt that a detailed
for each system using either modern or class- analysis and optimization of this class of
ical control techniques. This would fix structures will give valuable insight into
the structure and the dimension of the nec- both the decomposition and global optimi-
essary dynamic compensators. For example, zation of the free parameters of the resul-
if the LQG methodology is employed, then one tant compensators. The results are not
would fix the dynamic compensator order for available as yet, but the issues are under
system 1 on the basis of the dimension of investigation.
the Kalman filter or Luenberger observer,
and similarly for system 2. Both common In summary, if with a combination of engi-
sense and mathematical analysis indicate neering common sense and mathematical ana-
that the system would perform adequately for lysis one can fix the structure of the de-
weak dynamic coupling. One can justify this centralized dynamic compensators for linear
from state space arguments, or using the systems, then one can optimize their para-
diagonal dominance method of Rosenbrock, or meters in a global manner.. The optimal
vector Lyapunov functions 1231. values of the decentralized compensator

parameters will naturally take into account
The interesting question is: what happens the existing dyi.-mic interactions, as well
as the dynamic coupling between the two as the relative separation of time scales
systems increases? One can retain the that may exist in a complex system. The
structure of the dynamic compensators, in centralized methodologies will give us a
the sense that each dynamic compensator better design that pure ad-hoc decomposi-
operates using the same sensor measurements tion. In this sense the available centra-
as in the decoupled case and generates the lized results are useful in decentralized
control; however, the parameters of the situations.
dynamic compensators are globally optimized
off-line by taking into account the degree DECENTRALIZED CONTROL: HARD
of dynamic coupling. This would give ade- PROBLEMS
quate performance up to a point, and one
may obtain an unstable overall system In this section we shall briefly discuss the
as the dynamic coupling increases. In this problems associated with the design of the
case a problem that has not been resolved decentralized information and decision sys-
is how to utilize a subset of the measure- tem, as illustrated in Figure 3, for which
ments of system 2 to be communicated into the issue of fixing the number and the



structure of the decentralized controllers is not only influenced by the local control

and their interfaces has not been fixed decisions, but also by the controls of the

a priori. Considerable attention has been other decentralized controllers. Therefore,

given to the problem using the techniques the local Kalman filter has to attempt to

of stochastic dynamic programming, in order estimate the controls applied by the other

to obtain some idea of the nature of the controllers, which in turn depend on the

optimal decentralized solution. The results best estimate of the state variables of the

can be best described as a "can of worms" particular Kalman filter, and so on and so

and "pitfalls", which illustrate the need on. This implies that the Kalman filters

for fresh and innovative theoretical ap- increase in dimensionality and local compu-

proaches to these classes of problems 114], tation. Once more the second guessing phen-

(20]. omena should be eliminated from a well de-
signed information and decision decentra-

The existence of a non-classical information lized structure, but it is the consequence

pattern, in other words that each local of using the available centralized methodo-

controller does not have access to the logy.

measurements and decisions made from the

other controllers, results in two main It is not clear at this time-how to tell the

difficulties. One of them is referred to math-natics to avoid these signaling,.strate-

in the literature as signaling strategies, gies or these second guessing-phenomena.

while the other is referred to as the sec- One way for avoiding these issues is to fix

ond guessing phenomenon. the structure and dimensionality of the
dynamic compensators and optimize their

Signaling strategies, 15], are by no means parameters as discussed in the previous sec-

fully understood. Intuitively speaking, tion. On the other hand, unless there is a

whenever a communication channel is denied good understanding of any time-scale separ-

between the distributed controllers, the ations and weak dynamic coupling, the issue

centralized theory would like to communicate of how to select the structure of the decen-

the available information by whatever means tralized system is an open question. Thus,

possible. This can be exhibited by ex- we desperately need innovative approaches

treme nonlinear coding phenomena of the on how to select a good structure, and in

information over the available communication my mind this theory will have to take into

channels between the distributed controllers account delays in information transmission,

1251, or, in the absence of any communica- as well as the reliability of the communi-

tion interfaces, by modulating the control cation subsystem, and of the control system

actions in such a way so that the dynamic as a -whole.

system itself acts as the communication
medium, and these signals are decoded, in an CONCLUSIONS

as yet ill understood way, by the other
controllers. This is an extremely unrealis- It is the author's opinion that future theo-

tic phenomenon, because in most real large retical developments in the area of decen-

scale system problems the dynamics are ex- tralized control for large scale systems

tremely uncertain. It is perhaps the fault have to be directed into the problem of

of the theory that some model of the dynam- defining superior decentralized structures

ic system is postulated, and that the versus inferior decentralized structures,

sources of uncertainty tend to be additive accepting the fact that groups of structures

rather than multiplicative in nature. At may not be directly comparable to each other

any rate, it makes no engineering sense to In addition to the usual performance cri-

try to communicate missing bits of infor- teria, the mathematical statements of the

mation using the system dynamics as the problem have to explicitly include penalties

communications medium. Nonetheless, this is for communication channels, they must take

the nature of the solution that one obtains into account the reliability of the communi-

if one uses the available centralized meth- cation interfaces, as well as issues asso-

odology. Even for relatively trivial exam- ciated with model aggregation.

ples, the optimal strategies are extremely
complex, very nonlinear, corresponding to On the basis of the existing theory and

non-convex optimization problems. This results, one can deduce a set of rules of

implies that even if the problem were imor- thumb _which are important for arriving at

tant from a mathematical point of view, any the decentralized information and decision

hope for numerical solutions remains a structure.

dream.
With respect to model simplification, the

The second guessing phenomenon is primarily aggregation of the model'should not be

reflected on the dimensionality of the dy- carried in a vacuum. The aggregation should

namic decentralized compensators. This depend very strongly on the performance

problem has been studied in the context of index, and sensors that are available for

decentralized LQG problems in which a Kalman- control. One aggregated model may be well

like filter is used for estimating the state suited for prediction of forecasting, and

variables. A particular decentralized be very badly suited for control, and vice-

Kalman filter has to generate an estimate versa. Detailed understanding of the struc-

of the local state variables; this estimate ture of the overall model, the existence of
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.fast and slow dynamics, and the isolation of decentralization does not take intoaccount
weak dynamic couplings will only help to all of the real issues that are associated
arrive at a reasonable aggregated model for with communication channels, their relia-
both decentralized estimation and control. bility, their characteristics, and their

cost. These are all reflected in the sto-
Communication links between the decentralized chastic aspects of the problem.
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